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Field Sales Representative
Remuneration: R3000 - R6000 per month market-related 
Location: Nelspruit
Education level: Matric
Job level: Student
Travel requirement: Occasional
Type: Permanent
Reference: #CM007
Company: In Vision Marketing

Hi candidate are you enjoying so  far so good ? How do you find all the sales that are being clearly explained? exciting
right? 

What we are looking for is executive and ravenous characteristics who are huntsman/ huntswomen who are naive and
one on one who are ready to join our team. in the business , nurture clients on an under way foundation.

We are looking for collaborators whom has a attitude to prove a fortunate achievement of more field sales. The lucky
person is a must that 6 - 12 months visible field sales encounter sureing that all targets are on set for remains that are met
. 

 All candidates records , modification has to be seen and peruse , remember all details must be sent, so we are able to
steep on the time asked to conclude all the assignment given. 

Expendiency should you be fasinated , email your CV at SAYOUTH. We will examine all the recieved appeals an
encounted point of reference is set above , so if do not meet the above You will get your feedback after we have listed
our chosen candidates so if we will not get to you , please know your forms were not chosen on our sort listed. after 10
days of not hearing from, us just kindly know your forms were unsuccessful but we wish you all the best.

Posted on 25 Mar 10:14, Closing date 24 May

Apply
Charlotte Madonsela
madonselacharlotte921@gmail.com
061 543 4211/ 067 444 7626

Or apply with your Biz CV
Create your CV once, and thereafter you can apply to this ad and future job ads easily.
Apply
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